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MULTIMEDIA REPORTER
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Reporting Skills

Professional Experience

Broad and deep
understanding of
policymaking

Freelance journalist — remote
Sep 2015- present
• Publishing stories in various mediums on BBC, NPR, Public Radio
International, Nature, The Independent and others.

Multimedia reporting

UN Environment — Nairobi, Kenya
Editorial coordinator Jan - June 19
• Collaborated with scientists and programme officers to create
compelling and human-driven content on the work of UN
Environment.
• Worked with a team of writers across the world, commissioning
and editing stories; scheduling pieces to reflect UNEP's work and
regional variety.
• Curated and wrote a 12hr live feed on World Environment Day
about events and commitments from across the world related to
tackling air pollution.

AP style
Ability to break down
technical reports
Accountability
journalism
English, Bulgarian,
Russian
Proofreading/editing
FOIA requests

Technical Skills
Camera operation
(DSLR and film)
Editing software
(Adobe Premiere,
InDesign, Lightroom)
Infographics Software
Lexis/Nexis

References
Sarah Richardson
(Research Europe)

Research Europe — London, UK
Staff reporter Jan 2017-19
• Covered European research and science policy news on
the national and EU level.
• Broke stories about the issues that shape the production of
science, including open science, Brexit, and #Metoo in universities.
• Wrote US science weekly column based on federal agency news
and congressional hearings.
Salon — New York, US
Politics writer Jan- July 16
• Covered the 2016 presidential campaign of the two major parties.
• Revealed that toxic water wasn’t just a crisis in Flint, Michigan but
other US cities too, which became the most popular article of the
month and later noted in the Harvard Environmental Law Review.
Reuters — Sofia, Bulgaria
Stringer
April- Aug 2012
• Wrote daily political and financial news for the wire
• Covered breaking news, including Hezbollah bus bombing
at Burgas airport.
• Wrote cultural features such as the reveal of Roman heritage
Education
in Sofia.
Columbia Graduate School of Journalism, MS — New York, US
•

Ehsan Masood
(Nature)
Tsvetelia Tsolova
(Reuters)

Long-form literary journalism, visual storytelling and environmental
reporting. Masters project exposed the shoddy dealings behind a gas
pipeline construction in Jamaica Bay, Rockaway following hurricane
Sandy.

London College of Communication, BA — London, UK
•

2014-15

2010-13

New-world history and media. European cultural development
through enlightenment period to present day. Film and radio modules.

